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1. Introduction 

Michael Rundell 

Lexicography恥1asterClassand Macmillan Dictionaries* 

Traditionally， dictionaries deal with semantics， not with pragmatics. In reality， the 

situation is a little more complex because the boundaries between these two aspects of 

language are not clear-cut. In describing the lexicon of a language， dictionaries have to 

account for common usages which instantiate features such as irony (we were paid the 

princel_ヲsum01 $3 an hour)、euphemism(learning about the birds and bees)， contempt 

(another example 01 the beαn counters t，αking charge)， and numerous other speech acts. 

While instances like these could be seen as incidental to the dictionary's prim紅 ypur-

pose， many pedagogical dictionaries demonstrate a more explicit commitment to ex-

plaining pragmatic features. But it needs to be stated at the outset that the coverage of 

pragmatics in dictionaries designed for language-learners is at best patchy and incom-

plete. De Cock， for example， notes the under-representation of pragmatic features in 

learner's dictionaries. She compares the often extensive treatment of “classical" idioms 

(such as spill the beans and kick the bucket)-despite their relatively low frequency in 

real communication-with the generally weak coverage of what she calls “pragmatic 

prefabs" (expressions such as 1 mean， in a way， and a bit 01 a)， which are far more fre-

quent， yet either poorly explained or missing altogether (DeCock 2002: 471-2). De-

spite a number of initiatives (about which more wi1l be said later)， no current dictionary 

has a systematic， theoretically coherent approach to dealing with pragmatics. (A caveat: 

1 refer throughout only to English dictionaries， though most of what is said here applies 

more generally.) 

This matters. Effective communication in a second language depends on more 

than a mastery of denotative meanings. Without a good grasp of those pragmatic con-

ventions which are well-established in the target language， the learner is seriously dis-

* This pap巴ris a version of a talk given at the 15th Annual Conferenc巴 ofth巴 PragmaticsSoci巴ty

of Japan， in Osaka in December 2012. 1 would like to thank the P回目id巴ntand Committ巴eof th巴 PSJ

for kindly inviting me to speak at the conference， and for their g巴neroushospitality during my stay 
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advantaged. In receptive mode， s/he risks misunderstanding the intended message of 

another's utterance. (At白emost basic level， a learner of English needs to be aware 

that the greeting“How are you?" is not an invitation to provide an update on the state 
of one's health.) 1n productive mode， the learner risks being misunderstood or-perhaps 

worse-being perceived as impolite， sarcastic， or aggressive. There is a danger， in other 

words， of what Thomas calls “pragmatic failure". As she expl創 ns，“whilegrammatical 

e町ormay reveal a speaker to be a less than proficient language-user， pragmatic failure 

reftects badly on himlher as a person" (Thomas 1983: 97). 

For anyone in the pragmatics research community， it wi1l be obvious that language聞

learners need reference resources which provide comprehensive coverage of the prag-

matic features of their t紅getlanguage. For those of us in the lexicographic community， 

it is equally cleaτthat the (thus far) sporadic treatment of pragmatics in dictionaries is 

inadequate for language-learners' needs. Against出isbackground， there is a compel1ing 

case for pedagogical dictionaries to pay more attention to this aspect of language. The 

requirement， crucially， is to integrate its treatment into the structure of the dictionary， 

rather than (as is currently the case) s田 ingit as an occasional add-on or marketing-led 

feature. 

2. Two revolutions in lexicography 

What， then， is to be done? Recent developments in language technology and digit-

al media provide grounds for optimism. In出efirst place，出e“co中usrevolution" 

which began in the 1980s (e.g. Hanks 2012) has not only transformed the way diction-

aries are made， but has also provided empirical support for a view of language in which 

the role of context and co幽 textis central. Conventional monolingual dictionaries have 

been based on the implicit assumption血atevery individual word conveys one or more 

discrete meanings which we can confidently“define" on the basis of necess征 yand suf-

ficient conditions (e.g. Atkins and Rundell 2008: 414-416). This context-free approach 

works well enough for certain classes of word: for items like hedgehog， privatize， or 

equilateral， conventional defining techniques c組 providea description which is ade-

quate for most users' needs. But what co甲山 linguisticshas made clear is that， for 

huge and important areas of the lexicon， this traditional p紅 adigmfalls dramatically 

short. 

The development of large language co叩ora(e.g.Atkins and Rundell 2008: 53的，

coupled with powerful co甲山-queηringsoftware (e.g. Kilg紅d旺andRundell 2002) has 

provided linguists with the tools-and the evidence-to validate and take forward the 

ideas of pre-corpus scholars such as Harold Palmer， A. S. Hornby， and above all J. R. 

Firth. The work of John Sinclair demonstrates the importance of recurrence as a design 

feature of lan伊 age:由atis， speakers' observable preference--despite the theoretically 

infinite number of formu1ations available for encoding a p紅 ticul紅 concept-fordefault聞

ing to a relatively small number of “ways of saying" (Sinclair 1991: 110). According 
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to this analysis， me姐 ingsare seen not as autonomous entities， but as the product of in-

dividual communicative events， whose recu汀enceallows us to make generalizations 

which c姐 berecorded in dictionaries. And in this ente中出e，context has a central role. 

As Hanks points out，“in the overwhelming m司凹ityof cases， a correct meaning can be 

assigned to a keyword on the basis of clues in its immediate environment" (Hanks 

2013: 81)-its context， in other words.“Context" here is an umbrella term describing a 

word's observable (and quantifiable) tendency to behave and combine in particular 

ways， and these include its syntactic， collocational， and colligational preferences. 

Two examples will c1arify the position. First， the verb treat， whose meaning is al-

most entirely context-dependent. Syntactically， three distinct pattems instantiate distinct 

meamngs: 

1. V+OBJ+PP/with (e.g. we treated the patient with antibiotics): this encodes a 

meaning connected with medical treatment 

2. V+OBJ+PP/to (e.g. the time when David came in with the film s的rRiωHay-

worth， and treated her to a mink coat): this indicates a very di旺erentmeaning， 

where the “treater" (in this case， David) provid回 somethingvaluable or pleas-

urable for the “佐eatee"(Rita Hayworth) 

3. V+OBJ+ADVERB (e.g. she married an older man who treated her veη bad-

ly): here the focus is on the manner (whether positive or negative) in which 

one person behaves towards another. 

But collocation is important too. The meaning conveyed by白efirst pattem shown 

above depends on白ecategory of nouns filling the 0町民tslot after the preposition: you 

can treat a patient (or組 illness)with penicillin， chemotherapy and the like， but if a 

doctor仕eatsa patient with kindness， respect， or contempt， a di百erentmeaning emerges 

(similar to血atinvoked by the third pattem above). It would be di血cultto argue， 

therefore，出atthe verb treat conveys any meaning on its own: rather， it has what Hanks 

refers to as“meaning potentials"， and these are activated through context (H創J.k:s2013: 

73-75). 

Our second example， the noun bunch， illus佐atesthe importance not only of collo-

cation， but of colligation too (Colligation， as defined by Hoey， refers to a word's prefer-

ences for appearing in a p紅 ticularform， a particular position within a sentence， or a 

Pぽticularplace in a sequence of words: Hoey 2005: 42-44.) Bunch here functions as a 

quan曲 目 (abunch of x)，組 dco甲山 datashows that the x slot is剖ledby three fre-

quent categories， words such as: 

1. fiowers， grapes， keys， bananas 

2. people， guys， kids， mat回

3. losers， idiots， hypocrites， crooks， thugs 

When used with the the first group， bunch is neutra1 with regard to白espeaker's 

attitude， while with the third group，出espeaker's choice of bunch c1early signals a dis-
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paraging or contemptuous attitude. The seCond group is more complicated: like the 

third， it refers to people (though using very general terms)， but in this case there are 

colligational constraints. Here bunch tends to be premodified by an adjective， and the 

prepositional phrase is optional: My colleagues are a斤iendlybunch (of guys); they are a 

Mη nice bunch of girls who will do well. 

Co甲山 linguistics，as the cases of treat and bunch demonstrate， leads us to an un-

derstanding of how meanings are created which is determined by the context of an indi-

vidual communicative event. This suggests a degree of convergence between the (fairly 

recent) findings of co甲山 linguisticsand more established ideas in the field of pragmat-

ics. Leech and Weisser (2003: 138) explain that“the idea behind a speech act is that 

meaning can be explained in terms of action， rather than in terms of concepts like refer-

ence and truth conditions". Equally， lexicographers and lexicologists have begun to 

question the relevance of “concepts like reference and truth conditions" to the descrip-

tion of meaning. Thus the boundaries between semantics and pragmatics no longer 

seem so clear. And if an adequate dictionary entry for a word requires a full account of 

its typical contexts， this must include information which is traditionally categorized as 

belonging to pragmatics-as shown in the example of bunch (above)， where some cate-

gories of context encode a distinct speaker attitude. 

If the “co甲山 revolution"has given us the data we need for an improved account 

of meaning， a second lexicographic revolution-currently unfolding-provides opportu-

nities for optimizing our presentation of this data for the end-user. The migration of 

dictionaries from print to digital media started as long ago as the early 1990s， with dic-

tionaries published on CD-ROMs and handheld devices. But the process has accelerat-

ed in recent years， with some publishers abandoning printed dictionaries altogether in 

order to focus on the possibilities which the digital medium offers. 

Freed from the space constraints which have traditionally limited our language de-

scriptions， contemporary dictionaries ar巴 nowable to exploit the possibilities of multi-

media and hyperlinking， enabling us (白rinstance) to link dictionary entries to relevant 

examples in a co甲山.

3. Pragmatics in dictionaries: the story so far 

With abundant language data at our disposal， and unlimited space to play with， 

lexicographers are now well placed to provide a more satisfactory， and more systematic， 

account of the pragmatic features of the words that dictionaries describe. Before specu-

lating on possible methods for achieving this， it would be worth reviewing the various 

strategies currently employed in dictionaries for conveying information of a pragmatic 

kind. We can divide these into three main types: labels， definitions， and supplementary 

material. 

Dictionaries use labels to indicate any deviation from the “unmarked" norm. As-

suming that most common words in the lexicon are unmarked and can be found in texts 
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of any type， a label will be applied to a word whose distribution across text-types is 

more limited. Thus some words are labelled 舟rmalif they show a clear tendency to 

occur in formal texts， and similar approaches are used to handle items which are do-

main-specific， characteristic of a particular regional variety， or no longer current. There 

is no generally accepted inventory of dictionary labels-every dictionary has its own 

set-but many dictionaries include labels which tell us something about the attitude of 

the speaker or the likely effect on a hearer. Labels such as pejorative， approving， ~酔n

sive， euphemistic， or humorous are common. These may apply to a word or one of its 

meanings (as in Figure 1) or they may be attached to a specific example of usage (as in 

Figure 2): 

swot ~ .defirrition 
BRITISH INF口R

SHOWING凹SAPPR口VALa S1ud日htWh日W口rks日xtramely

hard and has no time for口thel.activilies

{sw'Ot! 

Figure 1: the label SHOWING DISAPPROVAL， used in the entry for swot (noun) in the 

Macmillan English Dictionaη. 

5 [捌岱肌AR]議 I臨めが。謀滋削除羽町)a p日rs口n口rthingthath日Ipss日mebロdy

She w召$more ofョhfnd.日nceth:m a同 /p.

Your adv.fce.was丑bfgh母!p.

YOU'/'i邑agr.e司th告/p，1 must sヨ'1.1

Figure 2: the IRONIC label， applied to an example sentence in the entry for help (noun) 

in the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionaη. 

The point of these labels is to indicate that there is more to the word than is sig同

nalled by the wording of the definition; in the case of swot， the definition alone could 

easily be interpreted as describing positive characteristics. Among the various learner's 

dictionaries developed in the UK， the COBUILD series (initiated by John Sinclair) have 

done more than most to take account of pragmatics， and many definitions are supple同

mented by a pragmatically-oriented label， such as“vaguenessヘ“politeness"，“emphasis" 

and “feelings"， as shown in Figure 3: 

You useを y口uwanttoS3y t~lat your d息詰riptionofsomething 

(lhIFORM.I¥L，va日
出品rwif)fj，包iWSfr，む知量 cat，邑10:伊ト呈 sorto(m，昔話orderst，昔inedgfass$，母刊ic官

Figure 3: the label ‘vagueness' applied to the ent可 forsort of in the COBUILD dic-

tlOnary. 
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While conventional genus-and-differentia definitions convey nothing about the 

speaker's feelings or intentions， some dictionaries have developed strategies to extend 

the scope of what a definition can do. COBUILD's well-known “full-sentence defini-

tions" sometimes employ what they refer to as a“displacement strategy門 (Hanks1987: 

133-134) in order to indicate an extended use. Thus， while COBUILD's purely denota-

tive definition for wash reads: 

If you wash something， you clean it using water and soap... 

the definition for bourgeois has a more complex structure， where the emphasis is on由c

speaker's motivation in selecting this word: 

bourgeois If you describe people， their way of life， or their attitudes as bour-

geois， you disapprove of them because you consider them typical of convention【

al middle-class people 

The Macmillan English Dictionaηhas another approach， using a two-part defini-

tion structure: the first half is a straightforward explanation of the surface meaning， but a 

second sentence is used to indicate the speaker's attitude， as in this definition of drama 

queen: 

someone who tends to treat situations as more serious or exciting than they real-

ly are. This word shows that you are annoyed by people like this. 

The focus on function rather than denotation is also apparent in definitions which 

begin with formulae such as“used for showing. .." or“used to indicate that.一"， as in 

this ent可 forthe expression forget it: 

r uきedfcrtelli ti自主E刊邑Dti邑thatthey should n口tw白ftYabout scmething beCauSe itis n剖 imp町内ヨ附

'HOWfir)vch@o!oweyov?''0h， わ昭'JetIf~ l~';' notl以内gι

了hes羽urUs思ntrif'口r!hism醇萌打ingDfforgel 

2 usedforsh日WIn日 th自t卯 u~Je 司 nnロYBd bec司U8eyou lhink scrme臼ne'st口mmentorSiJ日目es古口口 18 
tompJ巴1日Iyunreas口nable
in杭官官n{J!t;適時¥j，tohfm，、L'Oo年，f'Orgf!t量~!'~耳目白，tp，置'yi~習''10叫‘

J('1'四日r曹i闘t官邸時 IDSi恰;m当t憎樗a.nd.c捕許認vforg君主是

Figure 4: part of the entry for戸rgetit in the Macmillan English Dictionaη， showing a 

“functional" definition. 

As well as using labels and definitions to convey pragmatic information， learner's 

dictionaries include a range of supplementary materials， such as usage notes and images 

at individual words， and dedicated sections dealing with speech acts， discourse conve任

tions， and similar features. Thus， Figure 5 shows a usage note explaining the potential 

pitfalls of using the expression of course: 
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Figure 5: part of a usage note for the expression of course in the Oxford Advanced 

Learner's Dictionαη. 

Severa1 dictionaries include separate sections (outside the A四 Ztext) which provide 

vocabu1ary choices for instantiating speech acts such as apo1ogizing， giving your opin-

ion， and making suggestions or requests. A centra1 section in the print edition of the 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English has a four-page spread on signalling 

agreement or disagreement (with varying degrees of intensity)， which includes the fo1-

10wing information about using the expression 1 know: 

used in spoken Eng1ish when you have the same fee1ing or have had the same 

experience as someone:‘It's really hot today'‘1 know-I wish 1 hadn 't worn my 

sweater' 

This phrase is common1y used in conversation， when sympathizing and agreeing 

with the other person. 

The discourse conventions of academic writing are the focus of a section titled 

“Improve Your Writing Skillsぺcurrent1yin the centre of the print edition of the Mac-

millan English Dictionary and soon to be avai1ab1e on1ine. This materia1 dea1s with key 

rhetorica1 functions such as exemp1ifying， quoting from sources， and reformu1ating and 

paraphrasing， and it draws on data from 1earner co中ora(Gi1quin et al. 2007). It in-

cludes usage notes which exp1ain common 1earner errors， as shown in Figure 6: 

Figure 6: a usage note exp1aining the use of on the contraηin a section on 
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and Contrasting" in the Macmillan English Dictionary. 

These are welcome additions. no doubt. but what does it all amount to? While 
pragmatic features are not ignored in learner's dictionaries， the approach tends to be ad 
hoc and sporadic， rather than systematic and comprehensive. Pragmatics often seems 
like an aft出 hought，and there is no sign yet of a truly coherent strategy. 

As noted above， however， the conditions are now favourable for new ways of han-
dling pragmatics which recognize its central role in communication. What is needed is， 
first， a realistic idea of what is possible (and what isn't); second， a robust methodology 
for identifying features which need to be described; and finally， ideas about how to 
present pragmatic information to users in the most effective possible way. 

4. Looking forward: some provisional proposals: (1) data analysis 

The i1locutionary force of many utterances depends on circumstances specific to a 
particular communicative event. 1nevitably， therefore， a great deal of pragmatically in-
teresting communication lies beyond the scope of even the most ambitious dictionary. 
Leech's well-known example of a speaker asking someone to close a window or turn up 
the heating by saying“It's cold in here" is the kind of indirect speech act which cannot 
be captured in a dictionary entry. It is possible， too， that many expressions of irony fall 
into the same category. 1n English， almost any utterance can be intended ironically， and 
in inte叩retinga speaker's intended meaning， the listener has to take account of factors 
such as prosody and intonation， and what he or she knows about the speaker and the 
situation. When we look at corpus examples for a word such as riveting， we find cases 
where the a司jectivealmost certainly is used ironically， such as this: 

1 excused myself jトvmthis riveting conversation and bolted for the bathroom. 

(The broader context confirms this impression.) But it would only be legitimate to add 
this information at由edictionary entry for riveting if there was adequate evidence for 
the word being regularly used in an ironic way. (Some words do fulfill this criterion: 
co甲山 datashows that the expression princely sum-which literally means a great deal 
of money-has a strong preference for being used ironically:舟rour two days' work， 

we were paid the princely sum of $12.) This should be our starting point in determining 
which vocabulary items qualify for additional information describing pragmatic features: 
the same criteria apply as to any other information-咽typewe describe in a dictionary en-
try. Whether we are recording information about word senses， register， syntactic or col-
locational behaviour， or about pragmatic usage， the corpus data must show that a given 
feature is both frequent and well-dispersed through a range of sources. 

Before we proceed to outline some ideas for presenting pragmatic information in 
dictionaries， it will be helpful to summarize the cu町entsituation: 

• most dictionaries do not explicitly describe the pragmatic features of a language， 
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and even those which do make some effort to cover pragmatics 1ack a systematic 

approach 

• dictionary-makers now have the resources to do much better: abundant 1inguistic 

data in the form of 1arge co叩ora;and the advantages that come with pub1ishing 

in digita1 media: un1imited space， hyperlinking， sound， images and video， and so 

on. 

There is， additionally， a great dea1 of co甲山 1inguisticresearch which we can draw 

on. To give one example， Graeme Kennedy ana1yzed the use of “amp1ifiers" in the 

British Nationa1 Corpus (words such as utterly， completely， and ωωlly) and found 

that-so far from being interchangeab1e-each word has its own distinct characteristics 

and preferences， and thus has a particu1ar i1locutionary force. For examp1e， "pe俳ctly

has exclusive1y positive associations"ヲ whereas“totally tends to have main1y negative 

connotations (e.g. unsuited， lacking， insane)" (Kennedy 2003: 476). Materia1 like this 

can guide our investigations and give a firmer shape to the messages we convey in the 

dictionary. 

Fundamentally， however， our starting point for any dictionary entry is a detai1ed 

ana1ysis of the corpus data. This process has two stages: first， we identify recurrent 

phenomena in the corpus (including those of a pragmatic nature)， and then we record 

these in the database from which the dictionary entry is crafted. Any feature we identi-

fy shou1d be accomp創liedby re1evant contextua1 information. Thus in the case of 

bunch (above)， when the reference is to humans rather than grapes or flowers， we noted 

that its disparaging use is signalled by one of a set of frequently-occurring collocates， 

whi1e certain colligational features indicate a more neutra1 speaker attitude. All of this 

information is re1evant to a dictionary description of the word， and the richer the under-

1ying database， the better the eventua1 dictionary entry. This approach repr回 entsan 郎副

tab1ished methodo1ogy for what we call the “ana1ysis" stage of dictionary compi1ation 

(Atkins and Rundell 2008: 99-101)， as distinct 仕omthe “synthesis" stage， where the 

information in the database is used for creating dictionary entries. So the on1y new re-

quirements紅 eto add database fie1ds for optimally capturing pragmatically-interesting 

information， and to provide clear guide1ines for the 1exicographers tasked with finding 

and recording this type of data. 

These goa1s suggest the need for a taxonomy of pragmatic types， such that infor-

mation discovered in corpus ana1ysis can be reliab1y assigned to a specific category. To 

do this properly， we wou1d need to start by reviewing the re1evant 1iterature in pragmat戸

ics. This is not a trivia1 task， but in the meantime some provisiona1 proposa1s wi1l give 

an idea of how this might work. A possib1e approach is to tag corpus data according to 

two basic criteria:“function" and “mode".“Function" refers to the speaker's attitude or 

intention-their motivation for se1ecting a particu1ar 1exica1 item in order to encode a 

message. “Mode" indicates the 1exica1 strategy emp10yed in order to achieve the de-

sired function. A few examp1es will clari布this.
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Functions could include (among many others) the signalling of agreement or disa-

greement， irritation， disapproval or contempt， criticism， or scepticism. Mode would 

comprise features such as humour， emphasis， understatement， euphemism and exaggera-

tion. Table 1 provides a few examples: 

Table 1: some examples of a possible taxonomy of pragmatic functions and their lexi-

cal realizations 

function mode examples 

expressmg politeness 1 think you'll find (that's my bag， etc); I'm afraid 
disagreement (thα:t's nonsense); with the greatest respect (there is 

no evidence for this， etc) 

expressmg archaism， humour his amorous advances; our bibulous vice-president 
cntIclsm 

humour don't give up the day job; who's been telling porky-

亘竺?

understatement not exactly (the best meal 1 ever had) 

expressmg emphasis 1 can't begin to tell you (how boring it was， etc) 
lIT‘ltatlOn 

lrony thanks a bu，託ch!;he's a real bαrrel of laughs， isn 't 

he? 

expressmg hedging to the best of my recollection; as far as 1 know 

uncertamty 

This is no more than a preliminary taxonomy， with a starter list of functions and 

modes. The goal would be to end up with a comprehensive but finite set of items in 

each of the first two columns which would， collectively， allow lexicographers to catego-

rize most instances of pragmatically-interesting features attached to specific lexical 

items. One question to consider is whether such a taxonomy should include discourse 

functions: thus a function could be “introducing a summaη" and the mode could be the 

use of discourse organizers (such as In conclusion， or To summarize，…). A further ad-

dition might be a field for showing neutral alternatives to pragmatically-loaded ways of 

expressing an idea: the difference， for instance， between peddle ideas (negative) and 

promote ideas (neutral)ラ orbetween swallow (negative) and believe or accept (neutral). 

While this is all quite provisional， the point is to indicate the need for a set of 

clear categories for tagging individual words and phrases in the database， as a first step 

in describing their pragmatic features in a dictionary entry. 
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5. Looking forward: some provisional proposals: (2) presentation in the diction-

ary 

Let us assume that a detailed co叩usanalysis process has provided our lexicogra-

phers with a rich database of information about the headwords which the dictionary will 

describe. The next requirement is a set of strategies for presenting this information to 

the dictionary user. (Different approaches might be used according to the pragmatic 

function being explained.) As discussed earlier， the digital medium offers exceptional 

opportunities. The absence of space constraints means that fuller explanations of mean-

ing and function can be provided， while the risk of“information overload" can be avert-

ed through the use of on/off toggles. 

With regard to definitions， the two-sentence approach (illustrated in section 3， 

above) would work well in this model: here， the first half of the definition is (more or 

less) neutrally denotative， and this would appear by default. Users would then have the 

option of activating the second half of the definition (by “toggling" it on)， where the 

pragmatic force of the word is explained: 

well-fed 】 definition

ADJECTIVE !，wel 'f，巴d!

awelトfedpers口nhas had a lott日目t，either at one meal口「即日ra lon日pen口d口f

time. This w口rdis sometimes used for sayin日thatthe pers口nis fat or rich 

These明 re‘嗣iトfedpampered p曹op!e，l/S，凶10!l/XWY 

Figure 7: the entry for wellてたdin the Macmillan English Dictionary， illustrating the 

two-sentence approach to defining. 

There is also scope for providing multiple exampl巴 sentences(here again， users 

could choose to show or suppress these). A link from the entry would give access to 

examples from the co甲山 whichillustrate the full range of typical contexts. The same 

approach can be used for describing collocational preferences. We saw in section 2 

that， in the case of the word bunch， the speaker's attitude is encoded through its combi-

nation with any of a set of negatively-charged nouns (idiots， losers， crooks etc): the dig-

ital medium (and abundant language data) now make it feasible to provide lists of the 

most typical collocates. Multimedia features could also come into play: audio files can 

be used to indicate the (sometimes unpredictable) intonation patterns typical of prag-

matically-loaded expressions such as tell me about it! or the sceptical yeah， right!; and 

images or video clips could illustrate features which are difficult to describe verbally. 

Some concrete examples will help to show the potential. First， we will look at the 

expressions 1 must say叩 d1 have to say， which are used (typically in spoken discourse) 

to introduce an opinion about something. A good starting point will be the entries for 
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these items in two well-known learn町、dictionaries:

1 must say (四日間ι)us巴dto巴mphasizean opin旧n

Well， 1 must 日'y，that's the funniest thing I've heard all week‘ 

Irnu就意識yかhat}or r ha嘗eto事ayびhat)SPOKEN 

usecl for emphasizing a statement 

tmnot開 ryimprefjsf!JrJ; fmustsay 

8I8;ridarc( >({}tF;!lflf附afi !.if，I] Y'f$ffli:il 

Figure 8: entries for 1 must say/I haveωsay in (first) the Oxford Advanced Learner's 

Dictionary and (second) the Macmillan English Dictionary. 

Both entries use a label to indicate the text-type ("informal" or “spoken") in which 

these phrases typically occur， and both definitions show that these items are used for 

adding emphasis. The second entηalso provides colligational information: the two ex-

amples show (implicitly， at least) that these expressions can be either sentence-initial or 

sentence-final. But it should be clear that the cu町entlexicographic record is underspec-

ified in pragmatic terms. Entries like these are barely adequate as guides to“decoding" 

a text， and of very little use if the user wishes to“encode" them in his or her own text. 

(On this distinction between a diction紅γs“receptive"and “productive" functions， see 

Atkins and Rundell 2008: 407-411.) Th巴co甲山 databroadly supports the idea-shown 

in these definitions一一that1 must say and 1 have to say are used for adding emphasis. It 

also confirms the (implicitly made) colligational point that these phrases have a marked 

preference for appearing at either the beginning or end of a sentence. 明弓latthe data 

also shows-but the dictionaries fail to record-is that speakers usually select this de-

vice for one of two pu中oses:to express a negative opinion， or to concede， somewhat 

reluctantly， that something is better than they had expected. 

To refiect what the linguistic data tells us， a productively-useful dictionary entry 

would make all this information explicit， and complement it by making available a user-

specified number of authentic examples from the co甲 山 Asa minimum， ilie entry 

might look something like this: 

1 must say OR 1 have to say 

definition used for adding emphasis when giving your opinion about something 

syntax followed by a that-clause (with optional that)， unless at the end of the 

sentence 

pragmatic features mainly used for expressing a negative opinion; sometimes 

used when admitting that something is better than you expected it to be 

colligation usually used at the beginning or end of a sentence or clause 

examples (first five: click for more) 

1 must say 1 doubt the value of employing these overpriced consultants. 
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One thing he does have is character， sad.かmissingin so many younger politi-

cians， 1 must say. 

‘So you 've come back，' he grunted in a tone that held little welcome. ‘1 must 

say you 've taken your time about it.' 

1 must say I'm rather enjoying our little outing. 

1 must say 1 was quite impressed by his determination. 

A second case is血euse of出enoun shred (in expressions such as "a shred of evi-

dence") 

種園調糊rysm瀦110m騒umof輩。澗信thing:
There'13 13M a 13hred 0' hope that a peace agreement can be reached. 
There i13n't a 13hred 0'欝llid，鍛華客縫 to131..'PPort her acc U!38tion. 

2 [口FTENSINGULAR] a very smallョm口untof somethin目

Cnot) a shred of題。mething:There'13 not a 13hred of evidence to 13Upport h白claim.

Figure 9: entries for the noun shred in (first) the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dic-

tionary and (second) the Macmillan English Dictionary. 

Again，血ecurrent dictionary account works well enough for the user in decoding 

(or receptive) mode， but provides too little information to be a reliable guide to encod-

ing (or language production). An improved en句 wouldcomplement the denotative 

definition with the information that血isdevice is used for adding emphasis and expr回 s-

ing the speaker's certainty. From a colligational point of view， it is important for users 

to know血at(in血ismeaning) shred is almost always used in the singular， and almost 

always in a negative or“broad negative" formulation; these could be listed， the most 

common being: not a shred， not one shred， not a single shred， hard.かashred， and with-

out a shred. The most fr叫 uentcollocates of shred (the nouns following ゆ divide

roughly into two sets， the most仕equentmembers of which are: 

evidence， truth， proof， credibility， just.折cation

self-respect， digniか¥decency， humaniか

All of血isinformation should be provided， backed up by co甲usexamples， e.g. 

five examples for each node + collocate p泊r，as here: 

shred+evidence: 

At no time was there a shred of evidenceωlink any lrish group to the incident. 

'There's not one shred of evidence t，加 tthese tests benefit human health'， he 

added. 

Both Blair and Bush have made allegations against Saddam， but these have not 

been supported by a s的gleshred of solid evidence. 

ln short there is not a shred of objective evidence to support this hypothesis 

lt's probabかjustsomeone's biased opinion， without a shred of evidence to back 
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zt up. 

These are no more than initial suggestions， and they leave plenty of issues u町 e-

solved. The metalanguage of dictionary entries needs to be carefully chosen， and in the 

case of the first entry above， we may decide to refer to“speaker's attitude or intentions" 

(rather than“pragmatic features")， or to substitute “context" for the less familiar "colli-

gation". The question of which information-types appear on the screen by default is 

another design decision， but ideally the user would be free open up or“collapse" the 

entry as s/he sees fit， so as to see as much or as little of this information as needed for a 

given look-up. There are further resources which could be used to enhance the diction-

ary's coverage of pragmatically-interesting or productively-useful information. Data-

visualization techniques could be used for presenting quantitative information. In the 

case of shred， for instance， a simple histogram would be a good way of showing the ra山

tio between the frequency of negative formulations as against positive ones (well over 

90% of uses are in ne例 iveexpressions like not a shred ゆ.Another possible approach 

is to link a dictionary entry to headwords which have similar characteristics. Assuming 

the kind of taxonomy described in Table 1 above， search mechanisms could be provid-

ed， enabling users to find all examples of a particular feature (such as euphemism or 

ways of expressing annoyance). Equally， hyperlinks could be made from dictionary en-

tries to relevant material in extemal sources. Many dictionary publishers (including 

Oxford and Macmillan) have language blogs which regularly feature posts on specific 

pragmatic issues， while online forums (such as those at WordReference.com or the Brit-

ish Council's“LeamEnglish" forum) include discussions on similar topics. Links could 

be set up to any material which would deepen the user's understanding of how specific 

vocabulary items are used， and， more generally， of the key role of pragmatics in com-

municabon. 

Not all of this is new. The novelty of these proposals lies in the goal of replacing 

the current approach to pragmatics in dictionaries (which is random and incomplete) 

with a data-driven， and productively-useful programme which makes systematic use of 

existing strategies， and exploits the opportunities of digital media to add new features 

and thus further enhance our coverage. Although we have the data we need to underpin 

such an ente甲rise，this is a far from trivial task， and will require significant editorial re-

sources. But the reward wi1l be a dictionary which takes pragmatics seriously-and 

that would be a first. 
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